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Introduction

Orderbook Gasless NonCustodial Hybrid Dex
Zeedex, an open source project, is a seemless high
performance hybrid of a Decentralized and a Centralized
Exchange.
A project, dedicated to bringing the best of all majority
appraised crypto philosophies on a single multi-chain
platform.

The Zeedex Vision
Zeedex and the underlying protocol is built with the bright web3
future in mind. Zeedex is a project projecting to disrupt the
Decentralized Finance space with a complete set of proven and tested
ideas and implementations.
We also see this opportunity as a medium to build a strong
community of supporters.
Bringing users with easy to use, low cost and a secure platform with
peace of mind. The recent growth of Uniswap and the forks inspired
us to work on a platform which acts as a Hybrid between
Decentralized and Centralized Exchanges.

Problem(s)
Starting 2020, the crypto community saw huge interest in DeFi.
Uniswap was leading the space in the Ethereum Network.
As the users, Dapps and interactions were increasing; so were many
other things like Gas Price(s)
FrontRunner/Sniper Bots
HoneyPot Tokens/Contracts
When we deep-dived into our research, we also found majority
users having difficulties on the following aspects Technical - unable to handle the complex nature of Dapps
Mental/Personal - apart from losing money to bot actions,
people had to stay alert on price actions to swap for profits

Although there were many platforms, which started offering and still
are offering services for Limit Orders on-top-of swaps, most of these
Limit Order Dapps ask you to deposit funds which itself brings
insecurity for your funds; also aren’t always accurate too, depending
on the oracle they use.
All these factors lead to a very clotted ecosystem of every flaw you
can think of. Of course, the ecosystem grows, because of the money
that can be made, but what if it could be done in a better, cleaner,
easier and well planned/processed way, while still persisting the
decentralized nature of all transactions.
Now that the problems are stated, Zeedex emerges as a
solution to all this.

Solution
After multiple thorough researches and experiencing those problems
ourselves, we started our work on a Decentralized Platform, which tries
to solve all of the above stated problems and is expandable to much
more, keeping in mind how the web3 space evolves at such a rapid
pace.
Zeedex started development initially focusing on the following
motives Gasless
Zeedex brings a way for users to easily trade without paying us gas on
each trade, instead giving a commission of their trade in quote-tokens.
Example - ZDEX-USDT, while trading this pair you pay us fees in USDT
as commission within the same transaction.

NonCustodial
Zeedex brings a secure way for users to trade without depositing their
tokens before trading.
No need to deposit any funds, even when you have an open trade sitting
in the orderbook.
OrderBook
Limit Orders is what makes trading so much more elegant, easy and
documented. Orderbook is the way for trading more professionally
compared to swapping.
Plus, you have peace of mind. Users, who always had to stay alert on
price movement, get hurt by bot actions, now don’t have to worry about
these issues.
We also have 0.1% trade fees compared to leading platforms in the space
imposing 0.3% fees for trading tokens.

Zeedex is also built in a way that it can be expanded very easily, paving a
way for us to build more and more features/utilities for the
supporters/users/token holders.
Apart from this, we have made Zeedex very modular, which means, we
can easily upgrade/alter parts of the DEX leaving every other thing inplace working as usual.
Update 2021/22
Due to the modular and expandable nature of Zeedex, we were easily
able to
Dismember websocket microservices into their respective
chart/feed/orderbook modules
Create Trading leaderboard/competition module
These updates are just examples to show how easily Zeedex can
update/modify to the needs.

ZDEX Token
ZDEX is the native token of the Zeedex Ecosystem. Deployed natively
on Ethereum Network, remains fixed supply even when bridged to
multiple side/L2/other EVM compatible chains.
Total Supply - 10,000,000
3,000,000 - Marketing
2,000,000 - Rewards
2,000,000 - Sale
1,000,000 - Reserve
1,500,000 - Team
500,000 - Trade Competitions

Team Tokens are locked on a vesting schedule of 4 years
25% release per year
0 Cliff

ZDEX Balance

Discount

0 <= x < 10000

0%

10000 <= x < 20000

10%

20000 <= x < 30000

20%

And much more to come as we progress further

30000 <= x < 40000

30%

*Discount rates based on balance are as follows

40000<=x

40%

Holders of ZDEX are entitled to:
Discounts on Trade Fees
A Share of Profits
Whitelist access to Launchpad Sales

Technical Overview
Components
Zeedex Relayers contain several key components to effectively gather,
process, and settle transactions. This section details each component
of the general relayer stack.

Frontend
This is the main entry point for traders to interact with the Zeedex
Relayer. The web frontend uses API data from the backend to provide
as complete a picture as possible for traders to make informed
decisions when creating an order.
The Web interface is designed to also work within Dapp browsers,
functioning as a Dapp.
API
The API Server is the main source of truth about the current state of
the exchange and provides methods to perform basic exchange
actions. This is used both by the web frontend, and is also available for
consumption by anyone who wishes to write their own client to interact
with the exchange, such as market makers.

WebSocket
The Websocket Server is responsible for delivering real-time
notifications to the client when a certain state is changed in the
exchange. In order to do so, it must keep an up-to-date list of clients
listening for events, as well as information about which events the client
is interested in receiving. It is also responsible for maintaining a number
of keep-alive connections with each client that has subscribed for
information. This module is used for Orderbook and Balance info.
Engine
The Matching Engine is generally responsible for determining if a set of
two or more orders "match" and thus should be submitted to the
blockchain for verification and settlement. In order to do this, it is also
responsible for a number of other tasks related to orders.
Launcher
The Transaction Launcher is responsible for signing, submitting, and
managing the transactions that are sent to the exchange contract.

Watcher
The Blockchain Watcher is responsible for managing events emitted
from the blockchain and routing them to the proper component. When
the exchange contract submits a success or failure event, they will be
routed to the Matching Engine to be used to update the orderbook.
Additionally the watcher will be paying attention to numerous other
transactions in order to provide updates for user-specific transactions,
such as token approvals and wrapping ETH.
Chart
The Chart Server is responsible for analyzing and calculating all trade
data and converting them into candles as needed. This also has an
inbuilt web-socket emitter, which sends new candles based on the
timeframe and timezone you are subscribed to.

Feed
The Market Feed is responsible for emitting the latest market data, like:
latest-trade, PriceChange, % Change and latest market price based on
the market pair you are subscribed to.
Info Frontend
Analytics Frontend is the main entry point for users to view all trade
data of Zeedex. The info frontend uses API data from the Info-API to
provide all analytical data.
Info API
Analytics Backend API is one of the most complex and useful piece of
the platform. This module is responsible for maintaining/calculating all
trade/market/token data up-to-date. This module also has multiple
cron-jobs and acts as the main source for leaderboard data too. It also
harnesses the data of Feed service to ease out the cron process and we
have made it even faster by introducing heavy-data-caching based on
previously analyzed data within the ecosystem.

Update 2021-22
Due to the modular nature of Zeedex, we were easily able to recreate
Watcher (previously in Golang) to NodeJS for better synchronous and
asynchronous streams.
We were also able to easily add Telegram-Bots as microservices
embedded along with the backend APIs of Zeedex and Zeedex
Analytics.

Update 2022
We have successfully launched Self-Listing system in Zeedex.
Now projects can list their token themselves.

Architecture
The Zeedex smart contracts are each optimized to perform different
types of ERC20 token exchanges. The standard mode is an approvalbased structure that uses a proxy address to handle token allowance
and transfer permissions from users.

Off-Chain
Traders

Approve/Disapprove

Place order,
Cancel order

Relayer

Call 'matchOrders'
Sends orders to
match

On-Chain
Proxy

Ownership

Multi-Sig Wallet

Call
'transferFrom'
To move funds
from traderA to
traderB

Zeedex

Additional Dapps

The following descriptions provide specific details on each segment of
the smart contract architecture.

Zeedex Exchange Contract
The Zeedex Exchange Contract is at the core of the entire protocol. It
handles the matching and cancellation of orders.
Specifically, the bulk of the exchange logic resides in the public method
matchOrders, which:
Checks signatures and verifies the integrity of orders
Computes the resulting state that would occur as a result of
matching the passed in orders via a set of limit exchange matching
engine rules
Delegates the actual settlement (a set of token transfers) to the
Proxy

Proxy
The Proxy contract is primarily designed to perform ERC20 to ERC20 token
swaps. It is responsible for actually settling the results of matching orders.
The Engine delegates this key functionality to the Proxy. One advantage of
using the proxy contract for this is that it allows the Exchange contract to
be upgraded without requiring users to waste gas on re-approvals and
break the flow of the exchange.
The Proxy contract is built to have two primary methods of settlement:
approval and depository. Approval is the default methodology.
We use Wrapped Version of native token in Approval Methodology, which
brings in a benefit of having NonCustodial Trades.
If we want to use the Native Currency of Ethereum Network i.e. ETH, we
will have to use Depository Methodology which is an option available but
not something to implement killing the NonCustodial Feature in this
implementation.

Approval Proxy (Current Methodology)
ERC20 defines the allowance and transferFrom interfaces, and a user can
pre-authorize a certain amount of transfer rights to the ZeedexProxy
address. In this way, ZeedexProxy has the authority to transfer the user's
assets under specified conditions.
In this mode, when a user places an order, the user's actual assets
remain in their own address and can be freely controlled at any time until
the order is matched (no deposit). Once an order is matched, the proxy
contract then executes a transaction that transfers the assets of the
trade. Each party of the trade receives their new assets in their address
directly (no withdraw).

Partners

Roadmap
Zeedex is a project that stays in Active Development Channel.
Seeing the Modularity and Expandable nature of the DEX, you
must have already realized that this project cannot run on a
static roadmap.
We believe in adaptations and follow a Flexible Priority Based
Live Roadmap.
You can access our Live Roadmap here https://trello.com/b/t6p4Hrhp/zeedex-roadmap

Useful Links
Website - https://zeedex.io
Telegram - https://t.me/zeedexio
Discord - https://discord.gg/WXfT7zNhgD
Twitter - https://twitter.com/Zeedexio
Medium - https://medium.com/zeedex
Docs - https://docs.zeedex.io/
Roadmap - https://trello.com/b/t6p4Hrhp/zeedex-roadmap

